
You want the best  
for your child.

So do we.

Learn more about our world class international school.



Welcome to the MET - a unique and vibrant 
community of teachers, students and families.  A 
great school helps guide its students on their own 
path, helps them become independent learners 
and ethical citizens, capable of navigating across 
cultures, and across the globe. The MET is that 
great school.

The MET offers a rigorous International 
Baccalaureate (IB) education to a diverse, local and 
international community.  Ours is a course of study 
that demands of students that they do much more 
than just master content. The MET student must 
be the protagonist in his or her own educational 
project, asking:  What do I need to know?  What do 
I need to do?  What is the meaning of this inquiry?  
Why does it matter?  

At the MET we immerse students in real-life, hands-
on projects, and we aim to develop the whole child 
– academically successful, and active in the arts, 
sports and service.  We help our students become 
well-rounded individuals with the skills necessary 
for success in a globalized future, and with the 
values to act responsibly in building a healthier, 
more sustainable, more harmonious, and more 
just world.

The IB Continuum

The MET is the only school in Panama to offer all 
three programs of the IB (the PYP, MYP and Diploma 
Programs), bringing continuity and rigor from Early 

Childhood through graduation. 

Global Community

As a part of the Nord Anglia Education family 
of schools, , MET students are a part of a global 
community of over 50,000 students around the 
world, which offers them a unique and global 
learning experience.

Learning from the Best

To help our students achieve their goals, the MET 
recruits and retains a diverse and experienced 
faculty. Our faculty is a mix of local and 
international talent who join our team in order to 
engage and collaborate with colleagues, students 
and families, in pursuit of excellence.  MET teachers 
construct curricula and learning environments that 
encourage our students to explore and discover, 
cultivating their talents across academic disciplines.  

Educational Technology

Technology has become a new and key “literacy” 
for today’s students and professionals.  Thus 
the MET is a technology-rich school, where each 
student in Kindergarten to 4th Grade has an 
iPad, and each student from 5th to 12th Grade 
has a Mac laptop. Technology is deeply woven 
into our curriculum to ensure students can 
explore their curiosity and ideas.  

The MET Difference

We always look closely at that group of young 

adults that graduates.  Are they independent 
learners?  Are they skilled and competent?  Are they 
excited about their future?  Are they global citizens 
acting responsibly?  Are they connected to their 
community?  Are they good people?  

The MET can take pride here.  Our graduates have 
made us proud – for their outstanding academic 
results, their admissions to some of the most 
prestigious universities worldwide and for the 
quality of their character.  

We invite you to visit our school.  We are confident 
that when you walk through the front doors you will 
feel the MET Difference.  We look forward to meeting 
you!  

Daniel McKee 
Head of School

Welcome from the Head of School



Educational Philosophy

Our school seeks to develop the whole child 
through a holistic approach to education that 
integrates rigorous academics with visual and 
performing arts, athletics and technology. We 
believe every child has unlimited potential, and it is 
important to prepare them to excel while retaining 
their own individual strengths and passions. 

Our Mission

The MET is committed to each child reaching 
their personal level of excellence through a 
balanced academic program that nurtures 
their self-esteem and potential, and engages 
them in the world that surrounds them.

Our Vision

To set a new standard of excellence for private 
schools in Panama by providing a world-
class academic program in an educational 
environment that stimulates the development 
of talent, the formation of moral character and 
a sense of civic responsibility.

Our Core Values and Beliefs

  Each student has a treasure within waiting to  
be discovered.

  Knowledge is an instrument for self and 
collective understanding.

  We are committed to educating and forming 
socially responsible citizens of the world.

  Student academic achievement is our priority.

  Our actions must be guided by ethical values 
and executed with excellence.

  Respect and fairness are the foundation of our 
learning community.

To arrange a tour, call us at + (507) 317-1130



The Metropolitan School of Panama is an 
international school in Panama City that offers 
a world-class academic program for students in 
Early Childhood (age 3) through 12th grade. 

A World Class School in Panama

With students hailing from over 45 different 
nationalities and 125 faculty members that boast 
an impressive range of international teaching 
experience, the school is enriched by its diverse 
and multicultural community.

The school was founded in 2011 and since, has 
become one of the top private schools in Panama. 
The MET was founded with a vision of creating  an 
international school of excellence, staffed with 
master teachers, in small class sizes, and where 
each child would feel included, happy, motivated 
and inspired to learn.

In 2017 the  Metropolitan School of Panama 
joined Nord Anglia Education, the world’s leading 
premium schools organization, uniting with 56 
other outstanding schools in 27 countries around 
the world. Nord Anglia’s global family of schools 
share a common commitment and philosophy that 
there is no limit to what its students can achieve.

As part of Nord Anglia Education, the MET now 
offers innovative curricular experiences for our 
students and exclusive professional development 
for  our teachers though unique collaborations 
with The Juilliard School, Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology (MIT) and UNICEF. These programs 
enhance learning opportunities for students in the 
performing arts and STEAM (science, technology, 
engineering, arts and math), and offer teachers a 
unique opportunity for professional development.

Accreditations  

The MET is an IB World School, the first school 
in Central America authorized to offer the IB 
Continuum of Programs: the Primary Years 
Program (PYP), Middle Years Program (MYP) 
and Diploma Program (DP). The school is also 
accredited by the Panamanian Ministry of 
Education (MEDUCA) and the New England 
Association of Schools and Colleges (NEASC). 

Memberships

The MET is a member of the Council of 
International Schools (CIS), the European Council 
of International Schools (ECIS), the Panamanian

Association of Internationally-minded Schools 
(PAIS) and the Association of American Schools in 
South America (AASSA).

Membership to these organizations allows the 
MET to be a part of a global and local network of 
like-minded institutions. These partnerships offer 
the school support and access to new educational 
practices, opportunities for recruiting highly 
qualified staff, and provide our graduates with a 
connection to top international universities.

About the MET



10
Reasons why families

love our school

1. Balanced
A holistic approach to education that develops the whole child.

2. Caring
Stimulating and caring learning community that nurtures respect and celebrates 
each child’s individual talents and achievements.

3. International
A diverse community that offers unique global learning opportunities.

4. Empowering
Each child is empowered to engage in social projects that impact their communities.

5. Personalized
Individualized and differentiated learning focused on discovering each child’s  
unique talents.

6. World-Class
The first IB Continuum school in Central America, a world-class academic program, 
globally recognized for its innovative approach to teaching and learning.

7. Engaging
Experiential learning offers a dynamic learning environment, engaging students  
with their education and the world that surrounds them.

8. Partnerships
The whole school community, including parents, are viewed as partners in learning 
and actively contribute to a holistic educational experience.

9. Excellence
A school of excellence, staffed with an extraordinary faculty that inspires students  
to learn and achieve their personal best.

10. Innovative
Education is enhanced by the integration of technology, enriching the learning 
experience and connecting students around the world through Global Campus.



To arrange a tour, call us at + (507) 317-1130

1:1 Technology 
Yes

Curriculum 
IB PYP, MYP, and DP

45 Nationalities

Founded 
2011

Student Population

+850

Student/Staff Ratio 

1:7

 

School Uniform 
Yes 

 

Nutrition Program 
Yes

Languages

English
Spanish

The MET at a Glance



Connecting your child to Global Campus 

Your child may be based in one school, but they 
will learn on our Global Campus every day. As 
part of our global community, we enrich your 
child’s learning experience online, in school, and 
worldwide. From online debates and challenges, 
to expeditions in Tanzania and Switzerland, our 
Global Campus connects our students around the 
world to learn together every day. 

Helping your child invent the future with MIT 

Our collaboration with MIT (Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology) takes a real-world, 
hands-on approach to teaching STEAM subjects 
(science, technology, engineering, arts and maths). 
Your child will apply their knowledge through 
challenges designed by experts at MIT and have 
the opportunity to participate in STEAMfest, our 
annual event in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Our 
teachers will also benefit from unique professional 
development opportunities through annual 
workshops and ongoing training at MIT.

Preparing your child for the world stage with 
The Juilliard School 

Your child will have the opportunity to expand their 
creativity and imagination through our performing 
arts program with Juilliard, a world leader in 
performing arts education. By 2020, our students 
will be studying and practicing the core works 
curated by Juilliard in music, dance, and drama, 
students will develop confidence, motivation and 
personal understanding of the world and other 
cultures. This opportunity also gives teachers a 
chance to network across our family of schools, 
and become part of a vibrant Juilliard community 
with like-minded and passionate professionals. 

Our world leading programs enrich 
our internationally-recognized 
curricula, and give your child access 
to the latest thinking from the world’s 
leading educators. 

Empowering your child to change the world  
with UNICEF 

We are collaborating with UNICEF to raise 
awareness of the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals. Your child will work with our 
school to create solutions for these global issues 
in their local communities. UNICEF invites selected 
students from Nord Anglia Education schools to 
present their ideas on the SDGs at an event during 
the United Nations High Level Political Forum 
(HLPF) on Sustainable Development that takes 

place each July at UN Headquarters in New York 
City. This is a unique opportunity for Nord Anglia 
students to contribute to the discussion and 
influence policy at the highest level.

Access to  
world leading 
programs



Exceptional Teachers

At the Metropolitan School of Panama we are 
proud of our world-class team of teachers and 
administrators who work together to create 
extraordinary learning opportunities for our 
students. Our global scale allows us to recruit 
and train the best teachers who are committed 
to nurturing and inspiring every child. 

Driven by Passion and Excellence

At the MET we are dedicated to providing a 
supportive, challenging, relevant and engaging 
learning experience to all of our students that 
will allow each child’s individual talents and 
passions to flourish. 

Our team is committed to ensuring that learning  
is at the heart of all student experiences. 

Innovative

We believe that our highly qualified teachers should 
have ongoing opportunities to grow and learn. As 
such, our team receives continuous professional 
development including IB training. 

Through Nord Anglia University, tailored programs 
with King’s College London, collaborations with the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and 
The Juilliard School, our teachers are continuously 
building upon their expertise, keeping at the leading 
edge of international teaching methodologies.

Engaged

The MET’s learning community is a tight-knit 
community that resembles a family. Our staff is 
enthusiastic about education, and motivated to  
provide our students with unique and engaging 
opportunities so they can make meaningful 
connections between their learning  
and the real world.



International Baccalaureate

The IB Learner Profile

The aim of all IB programs is to develop 
internationally minded people who, recognizing 
their common humanity and shared guardianship 
of the planet, help to create a better and more 
peaceful world. MET learners accomplish this by 
demonstrating the IB Learner Profile, 10 attributes 
valued by IB World schools.

As IB Learners, MET students strive to be:

  Inquirers

  Knowledgeable

  Thinkers

  Communicators

  Principled

  Open-Minded

  Caring

  Risk-Takers

  Balanced

  Reflective

The programs offered at the MET are:

 Primary Years Program (PYP) for Early 
Childhood Age 3-Grade 5

 Middle Years Program (MYP) for Grades 6-10

 Diploma Program (DP) for Grades 11-12

The International Baccalaureate (IB) offers 
a continuum of international education that 
encourages both personal and academic 
achievement. It offers the best academic 
preparation while developing the values for 
global citizenship and instilling a passion for 
lifelong learning.

The IB graduates well-rounded students 
who have excellent breadth and depth of 
knowledge – students who flourish physically, 
intellectually, emotionally and ethically.

The IB  encourages students to be internationally- 
minded through the acquisition of global 
perspectives, universal human values and cultural 
awareness. Through the development of traits 
and attitudes to learning, IB students are able to 
successfully engage with people in an increasingly 
globalized and rapidly changing world.

Research shows that PYP and MYP students 
outperform students from other programs, and that 
DP students are favored for admissions in some of 
the highest ranking universities around the world.

How does the IB benefit our school community?

The development of attitudes and the 
expectation of socially responsible behavior is an 
essential element of the program. The attitudes 
we focus on are: appreciation, commitment, 
confidence, cooperation, creativity, curiosity, 
empathy, enthusiasm, independence, integrity, 
respect and tolerance.

  IB students are balanced, well-rounded 
individuals who learn to respond to challenges 
with confidence and open-mindedness.

 IB students have a higher sense of fairness, 
respect and justice.

 IB students respect the views, values, and 
traditions of other individuals and cultures.

 IB students build confidence in managing their 
own learning.

 IB students have a deep understanding of 
environmental, cultural and global challenges 
and develop a commitment to act as responsible 
global citizens.



Philosophy

Our Early Childhood program encourages our 
youngest students to grow into happy and 
confident learners and establish the foundation for 
personal success.

Our program is inspired by the Reggio Emilia 
approach, an innovative and inspiring philosophy 
that values each child as being strong, capable and 
resilient; rich with wonder and knowledge. 

Globally recognized, it implements play as the 
primary vehicle for inquiry. Through a self-
directed exploration of their environment, our 
young students build strong relationships with 
those around them while acquiring concepts 
in mathematics, sciences, languages, societies, 
technology and physical education.  Students 
explore global themes under the PYP Program 
of Inquiry.

Early Childhood

Caring Environment

The most enriching academic experiences 
for young learners comes from a stimulating 
and caring environment – by cultivating a 
community of mutual respect, recognition and 
understanding, our youngest learners feel safe, 
encouraged to explore, and empowered to make 
meaningful connections between themselves and 
the world around them.

Our small class sizes, each with a teacher and 
teacher assistant, allow a close-knit environment 
for our students where they feel comfortable, 
warm and safe. It offers the opportunity for 
individualized instruction, hands-on learning, and 
meaningful language and social development, as 
teachers can closely monitor their students.

We have an overarching belief that young children 
learn best through guided play, exploration, 
experimentation and student-led investigation. 
We have open floor classrooms with different 
areas through which students can learn 
independently and/or collaboratively. 



Inquiry-based Learning

The leading pedagogical approach of the 
PYP is inquiry-based learning which allows 
your child to be actively involved in his or 
her own learning and to take responsibility 
for that learning.  Inquiry is the process that 
moves learners to a new and deeper level 
of understanding.  It involves the synthesis, 
analysis and manipulation of knowledge, 
whether through play or through more 
formally structured learning. Inquiry involves:

 exploring, wondering and questioning

 experimenting and playing with possibilities

 making connections between previous 
learning and current learning

 making predictions and acting purposefully  
to see what happens

 collecting data and reporting findings

 clarifying existing ideas and reappraising 
perceptions of events

 deepening understanding through the 
application of a concept

 making and testing theories

 researching and seeking information

  taking and defending a position

  solving problems in creative ways

The  (IB) Primary Years Program is designed to help 
students develop the knowledge, values, attitudes 
and skills necessary to participate actively and 
responsibly in a rapidly changing world.

The IB Primary Years Program:

  addresses students’ academic, social and 
emotional well-being

  encourages students to develop independence 
and to take responsibility for their own learning

  supports students’ efforts to gain 
understanding of the world and to function 
comfortably within it

  helps students establish personal values 
as a foundation upon which international-
mindedness will develop and flourish.

Concept-Based Learning

Central to the philosophy of the PYP is the principle 
that structured inquiry is a powerful vehicle for 
learning that promotes understanding while 
challenging your child to engage with significant 
ideas. The PYP framework includes eight key 
concepts that provide the underlying structure for 
the exploration of content throughout the program. 
These key concepts include:

  Form: What is it like?

  Function: How does it work?

  Causation: Why is it like it is? 

  Change: How is it changing? 

  Connection: How is it connected to other things? 

  Perspective: What are the points of view? 

  Responsibility: What is our responsibility? 

  Reflection: How do we know? 

Transdisciplinary Learning

Our PYP curriculum is arranged and taught through 
large, cross-curricular units of study known as Units 
of Inquiry.  Throughout the Elementary School, 
these Units of Inquiry are arranged under six 
themes that are explored transdisciplinary across 
nine different subject areas.  Our program offers 
a balance between learning about or through the 
different subject areas, and learning beyond them. 

These same themes are repeated at every grade 
level, although only four themes are covered in the 
Early Childhood grades.

1. Who We Are 
2. Where We Are in Place and Time 
3. How We Express Ourselves 
4. How the World Works 
5. How We Organize Ourselves 
6. Sharing the Planet

Primary Years Program

These themes follow a scope and sequence and 
place importance on the construction of meaning. 
Conceptual understandings and learner outcomes 
are given for each phase in the learning continuum. 
The subjects are as follows:

1. English Language
2. Mathematics
3. Personal, social and physical education 
4. Science
5. Social Studies
6. Spanish
7. Visual Arts
8. Drama
9. Music



The IB Middle Years Program (MYP) is a rigorous 
and challenging program taught in 6th-10th 
grade that broadens thinking, allowing students 
to make connections between learning and the 
real world. It fosters the development of skills 
for communication, intercultural understanding 
and global engagement — essential qualities for 
young people who are becoming global leaders. 

As part of the continuum, the MYP builds upon 
the knowledge, skills and attitudes developed 
throughout the IB Primary Years program and 
prepares students for the rigorous requirements 
of the IB Diploma Program. MYP students grow 
to build confidence and take charge of their 
own learning. 

Throughout our MYP program, students 
make transdisciplinary connections that 
transcend the classroom by developing critical 
academic skills and a deep understanding of 
global challenges.  We believe these skills are 
necessary to succeed academically at school, 
university and beyond.

Curricular Framework

The MYP allows students to develop subject-
specific and interdisciplinary understanding. The 
framework includes:

 Approaches to Learning (ATL): develops skills 
for research, critical and creative thinking, 
communication, collaboration and self-
management

  Key and related concepts: explores big ideas  
that matter

  Global Contexts: demonstrates the relevance 
and importance of study to understand common 
humanity and shared guardianship of the planet.

Subject Groups

The program consists of eight subjects groups that 
provide a framework for learning within and across 
the subjects. The MYP’s eight subject groups are:

 Language and Literature (mother tongue)

 Language acquisition (a second language)

 Individuals and Societies

 Sciences

 Mathematics

 Arts

 Physical and Health Education

 Design

Middle Years Program

Global Contexts

Key components of the MYP framework are the 
global contexts, themes that are explored across 
all subject groups and serve to connect learning 
experiences with the world. These contexts allow 
your child to develop an understanding of his or her 
common humanity and shared guardianship of the 
planet. The contexts are:

 identities and relationships

 personal and cultural identity

 orientations in space and time

 scientific and technical innovation 

 fairness and development

 globalizations and sustainability

Personal Project

In the final year of the program, MYP students 
engage in a long-term independent project 
that demonstrates the understanding and 
skills they developed throughout the program. 
The topic is chosen by the student and must 
include a global context. Students document 
the process throughout their project, which 
culminates in a  written reflection and 
exhibition of the project developed.



Diploma Program

The IB Diploma Program (DP) is a two year 
academically challenging and balanced program 
for students in 11th and 12th grade that prepares 
students for success in university and life beyond. 

The program is so successful, that it is recognized 
by top universities around the world for its 
holistic approach and all-around development 
of the student, its academic rigor and excellent 
preparation. IB DP students are given preferences in 
admissions by top ranking universities.

The IB Diploma Program is made up of three 
DP core elements and six subject groups that 
students may study at a higher level  (HL) or 
standard level (SL).

Diploma Program Subject Groups

The six subject groups are as follows:
1. Studies in language and literature
2. Language acquisition
3. Individuals and societies
4. Sciences
5. Mathematics
6. The arts

Each group has different courses and students 
must choose one subject from each of groups 
1 to 5, thus ensuring breadth of experience 
in languages, individuals and societies, the 
experimental sciences and mathematics. The sixth 
course may be in the arts subject group or the 
student may opt to take an additional course in 
the other subject groups instead.

Students must take at least three courses at 
higher level and the remaining in standard level. 
These levels differ in scope but are measured with 
the same grade descriptors and demonstrate 
understanding, knowledge and skills for the 
higher level. 

Diploma Program Core Elements 

In addition to the subject groups, the DP has three 
core requirements that are included to broaden the 
educational experience and challenge students to 
apply their knowledge and understanding.

   The extended essay is for students to engage in 
independent research through an in-depth study 
of a question relating to one of the subjects they 
are studying.

   Theory of Knowledge is a course designed to 
encourage each student to reflect on the nature 
of knowledge by critically examining different 
ways of knowing (perception, emotion, language 
and reason) and different kinds of knowledge 
(scientific, artistic, mathematical and historical).

   Creativity, Activity and Service requires that 
students actively learn from the experience of 
doing real tasks beyond the classroom. Students 
can combine all three components or do 
activities related to each one of them separately.



Visual and Performing Arts

We believe that creative exploration and 
imaginative thinking is a fundamental part in a 
child’s education as it provides children with a 
unique means of communicating what they see, 
think and feel.

The integration of arts into our curriculum 
stimulates children from an early age, nurturing 
their intellectual, social, emotional, physical 
and artistic development. Through the arts, our 
students examine and respond to the work of 
a vast spectrum of artists throughout history 
and acquire a wide range of artistic skills and 
techniques. Children have the freedom to bring 
their imagination to life, creating and producing 
their own work through different media. 

Visual Arts

A core part of the MET’s curriculum, the visual 
arts program is interwoven with the IB’s Units 
of Inquiry in Elementary School and the Global 
Contexts in Secondary School.  The visual arts 
program provides a framework for exploring 
art history, the use and applications of different 
materials, and the exploration of old and new 
techniques. Students create  visual forms of 
expression that are both meaningful to them 
and reflective of the world. As a result, the MET’s 
art program deepens the understanding of the 
role that visual arts play in self and collective 
expression, in societies and cultures.  

Music

We provide different instructive and performance 
opportunities, adapted to each student’s level of 
expertise, skill and stylistic interest. Our teachers, 
with ample experience in music education, coach 
and inspire students to develop a love for musical 
expression and mastery.

Our music program is integrated into the core 
curriculum in Elementary and Middle School. 
Students begin their formation in Early Childhood 
where the foundations of sound and rhythm are 
acquired. In 1st through 5th grade, students choose 
a string or wind instrument to learn during core 
music classes. In Middle School, students can 
choose their own instrument. High School students 
have the choice of taking music as a core course or 
as an elective.

In addition to the music curriculum, students have 
a range of opportunities to further the mastery of 
their instrument by joining the school Orchestra 
and/or music bands that are part of our Extra-
Curricular Activities and Electives Program. 

Drama & Theater

Through drama, children further develop their 
communication skills, practice how to work 
collaboratively, and build self-awareness and 
confidence as they take center stage as actors, 
script writers, set designers, light technicians, sound 
engineers and directors.

Drama enables our students to communicate in 
powerful ways. Through the dramatic arts, children 
develop creative skills, verbal and non-verbal forms 
of expression, an awareness of the perspectives 
of others and aesthetic appreciation. Our drama 
program links with themes explored across other 
subjects through which students are able to 
contextualize their learning. Students research, 
apply theories, create, present, and reflect upon 
their work.

Dance

Dance is a requirement in Middle School. High 
School students may take dance as a core course 
or as an elective. It is a unique medium for learning 
about the self and our environment. Through 
dance, MET performers have the power to affect 
others through expressive movement and in turn, 
be affected by the audience’s response. Through 
the study of dance at the MET, students explore 
nuancés of traditions, histories, cultures and 
personal identity in the past, present and future.



We believe that education should extend beyond 
the intellectual and foster socially responsible 
attitudes through thoughtful and appropriate 
action. We are committed to preparing students 
who will grow to become global citizens, 
demonstrate respect and will take lead in 
making positive and responsible actions. 

Service learning is deeply woven into our 
curriculum and day-to-day life at the MET. 
Starting from a young age, students and 
teachers jointly plan and carry out several 
community service projects throughout the 
year, encouraging our students to become 
compassionate learners who understand the 
needs of the world. 

IB PYP Exhibition

In the final year of the PYP, students carry out 
an extended, in-depth, collaborative project 
known as the PYP exhibition. The project 
involves students connecting a personal 
passion with real life issues that affect their 
local communities. Students conduct an 
in-depth inquiry and implement actions, 
often times in collaboration with local or 
international organizations, to address the 
problem at hand.

Grade 8 Community Project

This capstone project focuses on identifying an 
environmental issue and developing actions 
to address them. This project is developed in 
collaboration with local and international NGOs.

IB MYP Personal Project

Culminating the MYP, students engage in a practical 
explorations through a cycle of inquiry, action and 
reflection called the MYP Personal Project. This 
project is designed to encourage students to reflect 
on their learning and the outcomes of their work. It 
also provides an important opportunity for students 
to take leadership positions within their community, 
collaborate, and pursue service learning. 

Creativity, Activity and Service (CAS)

CAS is one of the essential elements that every 
student must complete as part of their Diploma 
Program. It involves a range of activities students 
may choose from that run alongside their academic 
studies. CAS allows students to enhance their 
personal and interpersonal development by 
learning through experience. It also provides 
students with opportunities for self-determination 
and collaboration, taking initiative and 
demonstrating perseverance, as well as an avenue 
to make positive contributions to their community.

Service Learning and Leadership



Technology

The integration of cutting-edge technology within 
an innovative curriculum allows MET students 
access to unlimited research and interactive 
educational content, turning classrooms into 
centers of student-directed inquiry. Our students 
are equipped with technology that allows them 
to pursue their curiosity, explore ideas, and share 
them globally, taking charge of their own learning. 

Interactive Digital Boards

Each classroom is equipped with the latest 
technological offerings for education, such as 
SMARTboards. These interactive digital boards 
enhance the teaching and learning experience 
by expanding the nature of content, introducing 
different media, digital educational resources, and 
providing interactivity through which students can 
demonstrate their mastery of content.

1:1 Technology Program

The MET has deployed Apple technology 
throughout the school which enables students to 
develop their digital literacy while fully engaging 
with their learning across the subject disciplines. 
Students in Kinder through 4th grade have access 
to individual iPad tablets containing educational 
applications that are chosen to extend the material 
learned in class. Students in 5th Grade through 12th 
grade receive a Macbook laptop each.

Our 1 to 1 technology program provides students 
access to unlimited research material as well as 
dynamic and interactive educational content, 
empowering students to take charge of their own 
learning and turning our classrooms into centers 
of student-directed inquiry. 

Media Center and Makerspace

All students have access to our Media Center - a 
digital collaborative space where students can 
connect to each other and the world beyond. 
Students have access to a wide range of tools 
and materials to work on their projects. We 
have a fully equipped computer laboratory with 
iMac desktops with Adobe Design Suite and 3D 
modelling programs, along with and 3D printers 
that students have access to, so they can explore 
digital and graphic design concepts and bring 
their ideas to life.

Robotics and Coding

Students learn the principles of coding in Python 
and Java which is woven into our Elementary 
curriculum. Students are able to further explore 
coding through the programming of robots 
like Dash & Dot, Sphero and Ollie. Beyond the 
classroom, students may enroll in our after school 
Lego robotics program, a year-long program where 
students travel to participate in international 
robotics competitions.

Recording Studios

Students have the opportunity to learn every 
step in producing a news show, including  
filming, controlling light, using teleprompters, 
microphones and sound systems, utilizing audio 
and video controllers and editing the final product. 
Currently, this studio is used to produce our MET 
Morning News - a daily morning news show that is 
completely produced by our students.



Support Programs

English as an Additional Language

Committed to each child reaching their personal 
level of excellence, we offer an English as an 
Additional Language (EAL) program to provide 
students the support needed to be academically 
and socially successful at the MET while striving 
to respect the integrity of each student’s cultural 
identity and home language.

Depending on a student’s individual English 
proficiency, support is provided by an EAL 
specialist teacher both in the homeroom 
classroom, learning alongside their peers, as 
well as through pull-out sessions to receive more 
individualized and/or small group support when 
needed.  The number of hours per week vary 
based on the needs of each student.

Exceptional Education Program

To meet the diverse needs of our students, our 
Exceptional Education Program (EEP) offers 
support services for students with mild to 
moderate learning needs.

EEP uses a combination of an inclusion model and  
pull-out remediation services to support students 
based on their individual and specific needs. Our 
services offered follow a multi-tiered approach 
that encourages each student’s success through 
frequent progress monitoring and instructional 
interventions, personalized to the student’s  
personal cognitive level.

METAGS - Enrichment Program

We believe that students with exceptional potential 
should be given opportunities that support their 
learning needs according to their abilities and 
interests. To qualify for this academic service, the 
MET uses internationally recognized standardized 
assessments that test each student’s achievement 
and cognitive ability. The program incorporates 
pull-out instruction or extension and an individual 
personal project to stretch and enhance critical 
thinking skills.  

The program provides a wide range of learning 
experiences that challenge, engage and inspire 
students to develop their full potential.  Students 
have opportunities to collaborate with their 
academic peers, develop an awareness for their 
giftedness and explore topics in depth and of 
individual interest.



College Counseling

College Counseling is offered to our High 
School students. It is a comprehensive and 
individualized process that involves students 
and their parents, as our aim is to provide a 
collaborative support for the student between 
their home and school. 

Our college counselor works closely with 
our students to explore opportunities after 
graduation, taking into account the students’ 
academics, their extracurricular activities, 
personal preferences, the family’s budget, 
and prospective career paths. Based on these 
factors, our counselor helps each student 
find their “best fit” schools and guides them 
through the  application process. Assistance is 
also provided to students seeking financial aid 
opportunities, gap year programs, university 
testing preparation courses and summer 
program options. 

Besides individual sessions and observations, 
our College Counselor hosts regular university 
visits and college admissions fairs to expose 
our students to a wide range of colleges and 
universities around the world. Students are 
exposed to more than 300 top universities 
yearly, providing unique opportunities for our 
students to meet admissions officers in person 
and refine their selections.

Pass Rate 
92%  

(global pass rate is 78%)

Average Score

33 points  
(global average is 29.8)

100% success rate in three key  
components of the IB DP: 

Extended Essay, Theory of Knowledge and 
Creativity-Activity-Service.

Scholarships
MET alumni received  

$2,212,768.00  
in 2018

 The MET allowed me to experience leadership by 
giving me the support to pursue my ambitions and share 
my passions with others. 

 –Daniel, 2016 GRADUATE

 Our teachers were a constant support. They 
unselfishly shared their time, talent and knowledge with 
us, often going beyond the call of duty. They demanded 
excellence from us, set the bar high and challenged us to 
live up to it. I am eternally grateful to the MET for forming us 
into the people we are today. 

 –Maria, 2017 GRADUATE

 What makes the MET an outstanding school? It’s 
simple: we are family. While walking through the hallways 
the close relationships between peers from all grade levels 
is extremely visible. Not only does it provide a diverse 
community for the students, but allows them to broaden 
their horizons, and encourages them to be risk takers. 

 –Tanya, 2018 GRADUATE



USA
American University 
Babson College
Baylor University 
Bentley University 
Boston University 
Brandeis University
Briar Cliff University 
Bucknell University
California College of the Arts 
Cornell University 
Drexel University 
Eckerd College
Elon University
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University -FL 
Emmanuel College 
Flagler College 
Florida Institute of Technology 
Fordham University
George Fox University
George Washington University 
Georgetown University
Georgia Institute of Technology 

Hawaii Pacific University
Hofstra University
Hult International Business School 
Louisiana State University 
Loyola Marymount University 
Loyola University New Orleans
Lynn University 
Massachusetts Maritime Academy 
New York University 
New York Institute of Technology 
Nichols College 
Northeastern University 
Pennsylvania State University
Quinnipiac University 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
Roger Williams University
Rollins College 
Saint Joseph’s University
Salve Regina University
Santa Clara University 
Savannah College of Art and Design 
Southern Methodist University
St. Edward’s University

Suffolk University
Texas Christian University
The New School 
The University of Tampa
Trinity University
Tulane University
University of California, Los Angeles 
University of California, San Diego 
University of California, Santa Barbara 
University of Colorado at Boulder 
University of Denver
University of Maryland, College Park 
University of Massachusetts, Amherst 
University of Miami
University of Missouri Columbia 
University of North Carolina, Asheville
University of Oregon 
University of Rhode Island
University of Rochester
University of San Diego
University of South Florida
University of Virginia
University of Wisconsin, Madison

College Acceptances

Wentworth Institute of Technology 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 

CANADA
Brock University 
Carleton University 
Concordia University
McGill University 
Ryerson University 
Simon Frasier University 
Trent University 
University of British Columbia 
University of Calgary
University of Guelph
University of Ontario Inst. of Tech.
University of Toronto 
University of Victoria
York University

PANAMA 
Florida State University, Panama 
Universidad Interamericana
Universidad Santa María la Antigua 

SPAIN 
Escuela Sup. de Admin y Dirección de 
Empresas 
IE University 
Istituto Europeo di Design, Madrid 
Ramon Llull University 
Saint Louis University Madrid
Suffolk University Madrid
Universidad Carlos III de Madrid 
Universidad CEU San Pablo
Universidad de Navarra 
Universidad Europea de Madrid

NETHERLANDS 
Erasmus University 
Maastricht University
Rotterdam University
Tilburg University
Utrecht University

UNITED KINGDOM 
Hult International Business School
Kings College, London
London Metropolitan University 

Middlesex University London 
Nottingham University
Regents University
University of Bath
University of Bristol
University of East London 
University of Exeter
University of Leeds
University of Leicester 
University of London, SOAS
University of Reading 
University of Warwick
University of Westminster

OTHERS 
Aoyama Gakuin University, Japan 
Jacobs University, Germany
Instituto Tecnológico de Monterrey, Mexico 
Istituto Marangoni, Italy 
Keio University, Japan
New York University, Abu Dhabi 
Sofia University, Japan Universidad 
Externado de Colombia
Whitecliffe College, New Zealand



List of sports

 Basketball

 Cayuco

 Cross Country 

 Flag Football

 Golf

 Soccer

 Surf

 Swimming

 Tennis

 Triathlon 

 Ultimate Frisbee

At the MET we believe that athletics and 
sportsmanship is a vital part of the educational 
development of each student. Our MET Jaguars 
Athletic Program seeks to develop student-athletes 
holistically, instilling integrity, developing character 
and enhancing positive habits and attitudes that 
will prepare students to succeed.

Our MET Jaguars Athletics program guides students 
through sportsmanship, teamwork, confidence, fair 
play and perseverance. MET student-athletes are 
encouraged to be well-rounded, committed to their 
development in various sports.

Our Athletics Program takes place in the Ciudad 
Deportiva Kiwanis (Kiwanis Sporting City) in City of 
Knowledge, providing facilities for several sports 
including football fields and courts for basketball, 
tennis, golf, and volleyball. Our students also enjoy 
the use of a 50-meter pool, a short walk from our 
school’s main building.

The MET’s Athletic Program is offered to students 
from 1st through 12th Grades and offers a variety 
of sports that students can choose to participate 
in throughout the year. Each trimester offers a 
different sport, organized by age and gender. 

Athletics Programs



A sample of our Extra Curricular 
Activities

 3D Modeling 

 Cello

 Filmmaking

 French

 Guitar

 Karate

 MET Morning News

 Mini Chefs

 Orchestra

 Robotics

 Soccer

 Swimming

 Orchestra

 Viola

 Violin

Extra-Curricular Activities

After-school activities are an important part of 
student life at the MET. We offer our students 
a variety of activities to ignite their creativity, 
discover new talents and help them build 
relationships with other students.

In our Extra-Curricular Program we offer a 
range of activities that are grouped into four 
broad categories: physical activities, the arts, 
technology/multimedia, and academics. This 
ensures that we cater to all types of learners as 
well as the different preferences of our students. 

Students are also able to participate in year-
long clubs that allow an in-depth exploration 
of an interest area while making a positive 
contribution to our school community.

Our Secondary School offers an electives 
program that empowers students to develop 
leadership and entrepreneurial skills. Students 
are encouraged to create, develop and lead 
clubs based on their activities of preference.

A sample of our Year-Long Clubs

 Competitive Robotics

 Destination Imagination

 Drama Club

 Elementary School Choir

 Environmental Club

 Model United Nations

 Operation Smile Club

 Student Council

 Student Leadership Team



School House System Passport Adventures

We are proud of our vibrant community. We have a 
developed a house system that fosters community 
spirit throughout our school.  Every member of the 
MET belongs to one of four houses. Members of 
the same family are in the same house and remain 
throughout their time at the MET.

Through our house system, our community has a 
wide range of fun opportunities to earn points that 
reward achievement, community enrichment and 
the development of character.

Our school houses are called Chirú, Natá, Urracá 
and Kantule, named after important historical 
chieftains in Panama.

Our comprehensive outdoor education program 
takes learning from the classroom and out to the 
real world. Our Passport Adventures program is 
carefully designed to complement the curriculum at 
each grade level while allowing students to explore 
exciting locations throughout Panama. 

Through overnight explorations of Panama’s 
wilderness, students build self-confidence, 
independence and forge relationships with their 
classmates and teachers, strengthening home-
school ties and engaging students with their 
learning at school. 

Our overnight camps include outdoor adventure 
activities such as hiking, white water rafting, surfing, 
climbing, canoeing, rappelling, sailing, snorkeling, 
stand-up paddling and more! Each program is 
designed to include a component of environmental 
consciousness and community outreach. Through 
Passport Adventures, students are able to engage 
with local, often rural, communities, learning to 
make meaningful connections between themselves, 
their friends and their wider communities.



Contact us
Building #104
Ave. Vicente Bonilla
City of Knowledge, Clayton
Panama, Republic of Panama

Email
admissions@themetropolitanschool.com

School website
www.themetropolitanschool.com

General Inquiries
+ (507) 317-1130

New purpose-built facility in Green Valley, Panama - expected date August 2020. Artistic rendering subject to change.


